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Prioritize yourself Create much healthier habits Could your relationship hit very cheap and keep
coming back stronger? Obtain your copy right now! Michele Laine and her family endured a
storm famous brands which she&apos;d never imagined.Survivor&apos;Focus on
passions In Stronger Than The Storm ve experienced one of MORE POWERFUL THAN the
Storm Her publication also comes with a It still left them with nothing at all and she wondered
how they could ever endure.s Toolkit storms, or desire to be prepared for just one, reinvent
yourself, fulfill your dreams, get right up each day time with a positive outlook or established
strategies and will assist you to: Experience the fear and move forward anyway What goes on
when you lose everything?Go for your dreamsIf you&apos;Michele shares the story of how she
not only prevailed through her most tumultuous period of lifestyle but also how she arrived
stronger and even more determined.lifestyle&apos;s which is packed with uncover the power to
become your most authentic personal then is a book you simply must read. Take control of
your life, conquer your dread and become In the event that you could rebuild your life at all
you wanted, what would you do?It will mean that you will not only survive the storm,
nonetheless it will help you create the type of long-term results which will better equip you for
the next one.Stronger Than the Storm.
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Impressed by the author's honesty and ability to share her tale and the toolkit is extremely
doable/helpful! I was completely captivated by Michele's tale from the very first page - and even
more in awe and impressed by the strength of this family members!! I am humbled and
motivated by Michele's courage to talk about her story with the world and her ability to see her
knowledge as an opportunity for self growth & most importantly, an opportunity to help others
is actually inspiring! To best it off, the toolkit she offers is essential if you are weathering a
difficult amount of time in existence (which at some time will be everyone) and as a health coach
I am recommending this publication to all of my clients as well as using the tools within the book
in my own life. Going to try her toolkit. There's always a silver lining as well as your positive
approach and practical abilities and steps allows so many people to thrive in the midst of their
very own personal storms instead of quitting and drowning along the way. The author hardly
ever paints the realities of struggling through the crisis as a apparent course without pain - quite
the opposite. It was good timing for me to discover this book. Wow. It sounded such as a messy,
unnerving procedure, but she and her family made it through successfully and more powerful
for the experience. I've lived a similar tale twice. But I didn't survive and rebuild in that
courageous way. That is a story of how one few started a business, constructed it up, and lost it
all, like the family home. More importantly, it offers proven strategies and a great case study for
methods to survive total lifestyle upheaval. It was too much all at once. Many thanks for writing a
useful and thoughtful reserve that will help people whether you've experienced a storm or not.
Great publication, great lessons, inspiring accurate tale. She persisted. She developed ways of
keep going, to make changes to her personal existence and her family lifestyle so that she could
live healthier and longer. Though it was sad and challenging to learn about the hardships that
Michele and her family members lived through, I loved the "memoir" portion of the book and
learning about her story.. I just wish I had this assistance when I went through my difficult
periods. This is a well crafted account of real life and inspiring stories of working through
struggles. So it's a sharing style of narrative. An excellent read with practical hands on advice to
tuck aside so you can navigate any storm today or tomorrow! Disasters perform happen.
Financial collapse - this as well can hit you anytime. Life is unpredictable. An excellent story
about mental and physical resilience after tragedy. Consider charge and prepare for the
inevitable. Great publication, great lessons, inspiring true story. Don't fear it. It’s a choice! When
crisis strikes it's easy to feel like quitting – especially when things move from bad to worse. The
author Michele Laine and her husband didn't do that! In Stronger than the Storm she moves
from painting the picture of their business reduction and stress to how they rolled up their
sleeves and produced a come back! But it was an honest process and I wish them well. Tragedy
will strike. Chose to read this book! A great story about mental and physical resilience after
tragedy. I’m not going through any major storm, but I really do feel like my entire life needs a
little boost. Therefore my review might not do justice from what others might identify with in it.
Reading More powerful than the Storm is similar to having a cup of coffee with your companion
as the explains how the lady found her method through a tough situation and develops the skills
and knowledge to help you too. Already I was appreciating my life circumstance and reinforced
that I should not really be taking my wellness, family and friends for granted.Dare to wish and
follow through to make it happen. Don't QUIT! Michele’s story will motivate you to do just that. I
am proud to contact her a friend. the way to handle adversity and turn out more powerful on the
other hand. Although the book is an instant read, you should really get back to the Survivors
Toolkit and perform the suggested exercises to assess your situation. Some of the topics are
briefly covered, but a great launching point to go on the web and do more research. This book is

amazing on so many levels This book is amazing on so many levels. To begin with, it puts a firstperson encounter on the casing and banking collapse a few years ago from someone who was in
the middle of the whole thing. At the same time family members passed away and various other
tragedies struck. This is essential read book for everybody! This story got me back in its history.
You know you can take the advice from the toolkit and apply it to your own life, no matter how
big is the storm you might be facing at any provided point. This book proves that mindset is
normally everything, and that by selecting to stay open to options and invite solutions you might
not have foreseen, you can get through. Many thanks so very much for such a useful book! I love
both memoirs and books with thought-provoking ideas on what ... In this book Michele Laine
take you through her story of survival but leave you with the knowledge of how to thrive also
when you're facing life's storms. This book is a superb combination of those two ideas. In her
story, she emphasizes the effect of stress on the physical body. What I loved most about this
book is the Survivor's Toolkit, particularly the part about actually thinking critically in what you
are passionate about - Michele goes into detail to help the reader find out his or her existence
passions. I also got a whole lot out of reading about Michele's ideas about mindset and how to
change from a negative mindset to a confident one. But Ms.Once the storms hit you will be
ready. Simple and quick read, which is exactly what we are in need of in times of struggle...
powerful, simple wisdom to cut through the complication, fear and overwhelm. Michele bares
her center in this true tale of dreams turning into dust, something we all have either faced or are
at risk of facing at any time. Instead of retreating from the storm, Michele teaches us how her
and her husband faced it all jointly arm in arm, becoming closer to one another, while their little
girls viewed mommy and daddy show them probably the most valuable lifestyle lessons they
could ever find out. I too experienced at the same age group - 42 - from stress results - except because I didn't handle it well my body continuing to suffer.. I could see it as an excellent
reference reserve for when my life gets just a little off track (or worse). As the title says, we have
been more powerful than any storm, provided that we understand how to use what she calls the
Survivor’s Toolkit. Laine didn't quit, she persevered. Hard times met head on. My heart is out to
them. For sure. Four stars for grit. The style is certainly a bit like reading someone's journal and
the frustration and dread was something the author circled back on repeatedly. The second half
of the book is about how to take care of yourself so that you can better manage your life when
disasters eventually. The string of poor situations was huge. Will probably read again as I feel the
toolkit. This book will motivate you even if you aren't in crisis mode – & most definitely will if you
are! Some may find value reading it. I took to skimming through searching for keys which match
my reason behind buying it. First we learn about Michele’s story and my heart actually is out to
her and her family. Model of strength and perseverance Leadership,perseverance, power Great
direct and honest accounting of the unhappiness, anxiety, and frustrations faced because they
watched their dreams destroyed and a great reflection of the perseverance and power needed to
not give in and come thru the storm more powerful. Michelle is an amazing, resilient woman
Michelle can be an amazing, resilient female.This book is an instant read and lays out some very
nice advice without a bunch of wordiness. I am pleased with her accomplishments and
commitment to humankind! Inspiring Heartfelt and relatable. I'm so impressed by this author's
courage and her survival strategies. A Hero's Tale with Logical Tips! What a terrible ordeal they
faced. I really like both memoirs and books with thought-provoking ideas on how to live a better
life. There is a good workbook to download to assist you really thrive instead of hide. Good book
Loved the book and go through it in a single seating. Thank you Michele for your truthfully, depth
of character, and willingness to teach us all how to thrive, endure, and stay solid despite what

appears like life's unrelenting difficulties. So it arrived across as a personal catharsis as a car for
puzzling out how to approach it and survive if not bounce back.
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